Agenda

Have You Read a Good Picture Lately?
Visual Literacy Ideas and Techniques in Education

11:00  Introduction to Webinar
       Terry Eiler—Director, School of Visual Communication, Ohio University

11:07  Keynote
       Pete Souza

11:39  VASA - A Global Media Education Project
       Roberto Muffoletto

12:06  When Seeing Interrupts Interpreting
       James Erekson

12:33  Educational Film in the YouTube Era
       Chareen Snelson and Ross Perkins

1:08   Using the Archive, Making the Archive
       Carl Fleischhauer

1:35   Archives in Action—Putting Pictures to Work
       Merry Foresta

2:10   Athens Photographic Project
       Nate Thomson

2:27   Passion Works Studio
       Patty Mitchell

2:44   Visual Literacy and Community Q&A
       Nate Thomson and Patty Mitchell

2:56   Conclusion
       David Richard Moore—Chair of Educational Studies, Ohio University